INTRODUCTION
Monte-Carlo problems described by differential Figure 1 . There I( úJ, t) is the vector of input signals (deterministic as well as random), T(w, t, X, O, I) is a deterministic or random transformation and 0((o, t) is the vector of output processes. The estimates of some statistical characteristics V(w) are then computed, and the parameter optimization procedure changes the parameters X. The changes of the parameters in the transformation T(m, t, X, O, I) are realized a manner that searches for an extremum of the given optimality criterion R(c~). The control policies that may be used in a broad class of problems are stochastic approximation methods. Figure 3 shows a method that uses only one computation of the correlation function. We have Figure 3 Then the cross correlation function is Under these conditions and with sufficiently general restrictions on the regression function R(X) and on the dispersion of estimates R(X), the procedure converges with probability one to a minimum. (This is based on the theorems presented in Reference 6.) Figure 4 Fabian6 proposed a way for increasing the efficiency of the computation by making greater use of the estimate of the gradient for optimizing the function R(X). This will become clearer by examining Figure 5, The insertion of the nonlinear function f guarantees that no parameter will change by less than k(an/cn) or more than an/cn. So, when the course of the regression function R(X) becomes flat, we have a guarantee that the iteration steps will not be too small, and, when the slope is too large, the steps will not be too large. In all other situations we move in the direction of the estimated gradient' (see Figure 4) Figure 6 . We simulated the random process which corresponds to the surface of the given type of the road and the dynamic behavior of the vehicle and driver on the analog computer. The stochastic approximation then was realized in digital form.
Figure 6
In Figure 7 for the stochastic approximation method. But they have also revealed some degree of disadvantage which arises from taking several working steps in the direction of the estimated gradient.
Modification II
Let us consider a regression function R'(X) that for some sufficientl y large subspace X' c x holds This means that the sensitivity function of the regression function is in some region considerably larger for some parameters XIII, X(2), ... , Xcr' than for the remaining parameters x(r+1), X(r-f-2B' ..., X(k). In such cases there is a large probability that the gradient of the regression function R(X) will be correctly estimated for the parameters XO), Xc2', ..., Xcr' but incorrectly (with opposite sign) for some parameters X( r+1), X( r+2), ... , X<k).
In consequence, even though the function R(X) is optimized in the course of the working steps, some parameters will recede considerably from the point of extremes of R(X). This case cannot be considered as being favorable.
In order not to lose information about the form of the gradient of the function R(X) for too long a period, it is possible to use a modified recurrence relation which limits the number of working steps, namely; where and for for A being a natural number (A ) 2) suitably chosen with regard to the number of parameters X(I) , X(2), ..., X~i', ..., X~k' so that a certain equilibrium is reached between the number of calculations need for estimating the gradient and the number of working steps.
Adaptive stochastic approximation
When using stochastic approximations, the sequences an and cn must be chosen so as to satisfy the conditions (5) for the convergence of the method and to obtain, at the same time, the maximum asymptotic speed of convergence. For this purpose it is possible to make use of a number of papers4,7,8 which treat this problem and seek sequences optimal in the asymptotic sense as well. At present, however, it seems that in the general case there is no possibility of determining the optimal length of the step an/cn for a finite n, and, therefore, it appears reasonable to consider algorithms which would adapt the length of the step to the course of the optimization process. This means using the principle of experience. Such an approach has the advantage of not requiring any further estimates of the function R(X), e.g., when considering the form of the second derivative.
The procedure outlined below derives the information needed for adaptation from the requirement of a certain balance between the number of working and trial steps and the mean value of the variation in the direction of the parameters during the last q steps. Let The hierarchical control of the stochastic approximation results also in the possibility of solving slightly nonstationary problems. When the point of optimality H moves slightly in the parameter space X and it also changes the value of R(X), then this will be indicated by the fact that we will use for many steps the maximum length ø max' Then we go back to much larger coefficients a**, c**. With sufficiently large steps we again have the possibility of finding our new optimum point.
The whole optimization procedure is illustrated on the simplified flow chart diagram in Figure 8 . The gradient is estimated on the basis of the differences Y~i' = Ro -7~''. For this procedure we need only k Figure 8 computations. 
